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Across

2. Angles with the same measure

5. Two dimensional shape that extends 

forever

6. A point in the middle

8. Given fact (true)

10. Adjacent supplementary angles (2 angles 

that are side by side and add up to 180 

degrees)

11. Two things that cross

12. Figure with four equal straight sides and 

four right angles

17. A ray cutting an angle in half

21. Extends in two directions forever 

through two points

22. Half of a line

23. A dot

24. Equal segments

25. A line that stops at two points

27. All items in sample space that are NOT 

chosen

29. Points or lines on the same plane

30. Made up of two rays sharing a common 

endpoint

32. Boundary of a curved geometric figure, 

especially a circle

33. Angles side by side (sharing a common 

side)

34. Figure with four straight sides and four 

right angles

35. A line that cuts a segment into two equal 

parts

Down

1. Points on the same plane

3. Two angles that add up to 90 degrees

4. Common endpoint

7. Two angles that add up to 180 degrees

9. Two angles formed by an intersecting 

line

13. How to find the distance between two 

points

14. How likely something is to occur (event 

over total)

15. Amount of space inside a shape

16. Distance around a shape

18. Figure with three straight sides and 

three angles

19. The two rays

20. Figure whose boundary consists of points 

equidistant from a fixed point

26. How far something is

28. Two rays in opposite directions (makes a 

line)

31. The degree value of an angle (#)


